
TIMING IS EVERYTHING: 

The Case for Embedding Analytics in 
Your Product Sooner Rather Than Later
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You love your product.

And your dream for your product is a wildly successful launch, soaring rates of user adoption, 

and customers who sing its praises from the rooftops. You want reviews of your product to read 

like love letters, for your product to become indispensable to your end users, to become part of 

the DNA of their daily lives. You want your future customers to love your product as much as you do. 

Regardless of your industry, the customers of today want and expect that their products deliver 

one critical element on top of your product’s base functionality.

They want their data. They want to see with their own eyes, independently, how much they use 

the product, and how well they are benefitting from it. 

And they want their data to tell them what to do next.

We are drowning in information while starving for wisdom.

The world henceforth will be run by synthesizers,

people able to put together the right information at the right time,

think critically about it, and make important choices wisely.

E. O. Wilson



THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOOD PRODUCTS AND GREAT PRODUCTS:
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Project management software that allows corporate teams to track 

projects and collaborate is good. 

A software that allows managers to view, at-a-glance, each team member’s 

relative workload or the number of past projects and tasks that required 

cross-organizational collaboration by department? This product is great.

An accounting product that allows marketing agencies to balance their 

books and issue payroll at the end of the month is good.

An accounting product that provides the agency’s CEO with dashboards for 

visualizing trends in late or outstanding payments by account, client turnover 

rate by account manager, and whether a new, higher-touch onboarding 

procedure actually results in lower rates of client turnover in the first 12 months 

of services? This product is great.

Recruitment software that allows an international company’s HR team to 

track leads and candidates throughout each stage of the recruitment 

funnel is good.

A recruitment software that allows the HR team to visualize the turnover rate 

of new employees within the first 12 months of employment, the turnover rate 

per manager, and the turnover rate per international office location? This HR 

tool is great.

A transportation logistics product that allows companies to plan and track 

routes and deliveries is good. 

A product that allows managers to visualize data on each route’s efficiency and 

profitability, and drill down into the efficiency of each driver per route? 

This product is great. 

A medical information system that allows doctors to keep track of their 

patients’ health history and refer back to notes from previous visits is good.

A medical information system that allows doctors to anticipate, at-a-glance, 

increased seasonal demand on their clinic or rates of incorrect first diagnosis?

This system is great.

Good Products Great Products!
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WHAT MAKES THESE GREAT PRODUCTS SO GREAT? 

1. They give people what they want - their data!

2. They deliver data in a way that empowers customers

to make decisions - for their business, for their team,

for their health, for their finances, etc.

The transportation logistics manager can easily visualize data on which drivers are most efficient, 

whether underperformance can be attributed to an inefficient route or poor performance, and 

identify which routes should be canceled or adjusted to achieve maximum ROI. 

The corporate manager can use her project management software to identify which departments 

require a higher touchpoint with her own department and make decisions about staffing to 

achieve business goals.

The doctor can identify which physician’s assistants have a higher rate of incorrect first diagnosis. 

He can then drill down in the data to investigate whether this data correlates to seasonal increases 

in traffic when the clinic is understaffed, or whether it simply relates to poor decision-making.

The marketing agency CEO can instantly identify the account managers with the highest rates of 

customer satisfaction and lowest rates of turnover, and task them to lead a series of workshops for 

under-performing AEs on the strategies they use to keep their clients happy. 

The HR team can instantly identify which managers are associated with the highest rates of employee 

turnover, and make a critical business decision to replace certain management roles and/or hire 

an organizational consultant to mentor managers in the company during their first year in the role. 

By 2020, 50% of organizations will reject solutions 
from new vendors that contractually inhibit

their ability to extract their own data.

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3519743/predicts--licensing-legal-language1

1
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WHY EMBEDDING EARLY 

FEELS SCARY-AND WHY IT SHOULDN’T

For the majority of early-stage software companies, embedding analytics feels like a far-off decision. 

If you’re aiming to model those who came before you, embedding analytics isn’t something you 

consider before your product is packaged and marketable, before it’s undergone rigorous 

beta-testing, and before customers are paying for it. 

Embedding analytics any earlier—for the past two decades—has been framed as a risky investment. 

Why? Because embedding analytics requires a Business Intelligence (BI) partner, and that partner 

comes at a cost many software companies aren’t willing to make before they’re profitable. 

But modern, data-savvy customers no longer view data (and the decisions it can fuel) as an 

added perk. They want products with analytics insights out of the box. Your well-established 

competition may have waited 3 years to adopt an analytics component in their product. 

But now that they have, that functionality is standard. And if you want to stand up, compete, and beat 

the existing solutions, you can’t follow the old timeline. You have to give the people what they want 

from Day 1. 

More than ever, embedding analytics is a standard cost of doing business. You must budget for 

a solution before you have customers because analytics will:

                 Set you apart from other early-stage companies too risk-averse to make an early decision

                 Set you on par with well-established industry leaders faster than the average early-stage 

          company (because you dared to frame the decision not as a risk, but as a vital and 

          inescapable investment in your product)
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Embedding analytics was viewed by established product providers as a solution that would:

1   Build differentiation in a market that wasn’t yet defined by analytics as a standard

feature. 

2   Land new business by converting customers away from current solutions that hadn’t yet adopted

an embedded solution—and increase revenue on current customers with upsell campaigns 

highlighting the new analytics features.

3   Increase customer satisfaction by providing analytics only replicable by:

a. A nearly identical offer from one of the few other software packages or products that offer 

analytics—which requires a time-consuming migration process

b. Allocating in-house talent and resources to an in-house analytics solution—time better spent 

improving the core product

c. Manual, half-integrated, and patchwork analytics and reporting solutions that save money 

only when ignoring the labor required to do them well on a consistent basis

TOPPLING THE OLD PARADIGM ON WHEN 

TO INVEST IN ANALYTICS 

Back when embedding analytics was a solution considered 

for proven products years after launching, these solutions 

were framed with a key set of KPIs in mind.

Build Differentiation

Land New Business 

& Drive Upsells

Increase Customer 

Retention

Increase Revenue

Accelerate Thought 

Leadership & Mindshare

Reduce Costs



4   Increase revenue by:

a. Including the analytics solution in your core offer and raising prices on all existing customers

b. Upselling existing customers on an additional analytics feature

      **Both requiring time and money to educate clients on why they should care enough about 

      analytics to pay more now, rather than using the feature as a selling point in the initial sale.

5   Accelerate thought leadership and mindsharing by providing your customers and your own

      marketing team with the digestible data visualizations and actionable insights necessary to create 

      case studies that will help potential customers sell themselves on your product. 

6   Reduce costs by skipping the requisite 2-3 years of patchwork analytics reporting your early

      customers will demand much sooner than you think. 

But as customer expectations shift—with data and actionable insights now a standard feature of all 

products and software —let’s take a look at how modern companies must approach their analytics 

timeline with competition, revenue, and customer satisfaction in mind:

Build differentiation

Land new business and drive upsells

Increase customer retention

Increase revenue

Accelerate thought leadership and 

mindsharing

Reduce costs

Have a chance against the established 

competition

Avoid wasting time on future upsell 

campaigns

Give value to customers from the get-go 

and make them product champions 

from the start

Launch at a higher price point

Establish yourself as a thought leader 

from Day 1

Skip years of expensive, patchwork 

reporting solutions

Embedding analytics 3 years 

post-launch to...

Embedding analytics 

pre-launch to...
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THE BENEFITS OF EMBEDDING EARLY 

AT EACH STAGE OF THE PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT JOURNEY

As your product comes to life, there are 3 early stages in which you can choose to embed analytics 

to stay ahead of the game. The benefits of embedding during one of these early stages are unique 

to the stage itself. And while development timelines are fluid and vary by team size, financial 

resources, and access to talented leadership, the 3 core stages can be broken down by:

1   The Development Stage: your product is still under construction.

2   The Beta Testing Stage: you’ve packaged your completed product, and it’s currently being tested

by key users at no cost or reduced cost.

3   The Early Customer-Base Stage: you have a small number of early adopters and a product that

can’t yet handle large amounts of data or display it visually to your customers.

Let's explore the benefits of embedding early per stage of your product development journey.



Value is not determined by those who set the price. 
Value is determined by those who choose to pay it.

Simon Sinek
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1. THE DEVELOPMENT STAGE

Embedding analytics at the earliest stage of the product development journey provides the greatest 

number of benefits in terms of customer satisfaction, report distribution, ROI, and revenue. 

Rather than waiting for your early customers to demand detailed reporting, you will provide it up 

front, either included in a higher-priced base offer or an add-on package. Instead of wasting years 

patching together analytics solutions for your antsy customers—in which the money you save on 

a cheaper platform is allocated to cover the time and resources necessary to generate patchwork 

reports—your product's embedded analytics will do the reporting for you, making your customers 

completely self-sufficient. 

And best of all, instead of a lengthy embedded analytics adoption process to centralize all your 

disparate data sources and reports after 3 years of winging it—you’ll be tracking every piece 

of customer data from your very first sale. 

Embedding analytics in your product during the beta testing stage is the perfect opportunity to gauge:

 1    How your future customers will value access to their data—and price your product accordingly.

 2   How your future customers will use the analytics you provide—and streamline your

       dashboards, filters, and hierarchies so your customers enjoy maximum BI value. 

Through gleaning this information from your beta users, you’ll also be well poised to market your 

analytics functionality as a differentiator amongst other early-stage competitors in your industry. 

Ask your beta users what they love and why. And hit the ground running when it’s time to launch 

your product to the world.

3. THE EARLY CUSTOMER-BASE STAGE

You have an early customer base—and they’re demanding higher quality reporting and access to 

their data. Your embedded analytics adoption process will be lengthier than it would be had you 

embedded in the development or beta testing stage, but you’re still ahead of the game. 

This is a great time to start looking for ways to streamline your offer and operational costs by 

embedding analytics.

Let’s take a customer example: 

A growing CDN (Content Delivery Network) supplier has been using patchwork reporting solutions 

for years to avoid partnering with a BI vendor for embedded analytics. But when they do their due 

diligence to calculate the true cost of this patchwork solution, they discover that with monthly 

outsourcing costs to generate reports and multiple basic analytics platforms to fuel those reports, 

they’re spending $15K per month to distribute reports to their customers. When they laid it all out 

on the table, the requested price tag for embedded analytics supplied by a BI vendor felt like 

a decision that should have been made years ago. 

2. THE BETA TESTING STAGE



I was born ready

  https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/embedded-analytics-hits-tipping-point-as-stand-alone-apps-fade-nucleus-research-2018-value-matrix-for-analytics-finds-2018-11-152
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FINAL THOUGHTS

Product providers continue to embed analytics solutions at 

all stages of the product life cycle - it’s never too late to 

provide your customers with the immense benefits of BI 

within your product. 

However, as stand-alone analytics apps fall out of favor and embedded analytics solutions gain 

popularity for their seamless, agile integration with all data types and sources, there’s no longer 

a reason to:

1    Wait years to offer your customers analytics and data from your product.

2   Have your customers suffer years of frustrating and incomplete analytics and reporting from

To maximize customer satisfaction, increase revenue, compete with the giants, and streamline 

reporting distribution for the sake of sanity, more and more product providers are choosing to 

embed analytics in their product at the earliest stages of development.

      your product

The cloud has enabled analytics to offer greater value as integrated, 
embedded applications that provide contextual data within 

workflowsfor deeper insight. Based on trends in the Value Matrix and 

end-userfeedback, we’re calling it now. Stand-alone,

‘best-of-breed’ analytics apps will be history by the end of 2019.

Ian Campbell, CEO of Nucleus Research 2

Ready to learn more about embedding analytics?

https://www.sisense.com/thank-you/recorded-demo-on-demand-oem/?utm_medium=wp&utm_source=referral&utm_content=timing-is-everything&utm_campaign=embedded



